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CHEMICAL DEPARTMENT


**FOOD AND AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT**


25. KS 2657:2016 Kenya Standard — Warehouse and warehousing for bagged storage of cereals and pulses — Requirements, **First Edition**


58. KS IEC 61109:2008 Kenya Standard — Insulators for overhead lines — Composite suspension and tension insulators for a.c. systems with a nominal voltage greater than 1 000 V — Definitions, test methods and acceptance criteria, Second Edition

59. KS IEC 60502-2:2014 Kenya Standard — Power cables with extruded insulation and their accessories for rated voltages from 1 kV (\(U_m = 1,2\) kV) up to 30 kV (\(U_m = 36\) kV) — Part 2: Cables for rated voltages from 6 kV (\(U_m = 7,2\) kV) up to 30 kV (\(U_m = 36\) kV), Second Edition

60. KS IEC 60502-4:2010 Kenya Standard — Power cables with extruded insulation and their accessories for rated voltages from 1 kV (\(U_m = 1,2\) kV) up to 30 kV (\(U_m = 36\) kV) — Part 4: Test requirements on accessories for cables with rated voltages from 6 kV (\(U_m = 7,2\) kV) up to 30 kV (\(U_m = 36\) kV), Second Edition


82.KS IEC 62052-31:2015 Kenya Standard — Electricity metering equipment (AC) — General requirements, tests and test conditions Part 31: Product safety requirements and tests, First Edition


**ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT**


141. **KS ISO 14400:2005** Kenya Standard — Road vehicles — Wheels and rims — Use, general maintenance and safety requirements and out-of-service conditions, **First Edition**


**SERVICES DEPARTMENT**


154. **KS 2654:2016** Kenya Standard — Tourist information services — Non-graphical symbols used in travel brochures, **First Edition**


160. **KS ISO 18404:2015** Kenya Standard — Quantitative methods in process improvement — Six sigma — Competencies for key personnel and their organizations in relation to Six Sigma and Lean implementation, **First Edition**


166. **KS ISO/IEC TS 17021-7:2014** Kenya Standard — Conformity assessment — Requirements for bodies providing audit and certification of management systems Part 7: Competence requirements for auditing and certification of road traffic safety management systems, **First Edition**


175. **KS ISO 7010:2011** Kenya Standard — Graphical symbols — Safety colours and safety signs — Safety signs used in workplaces and public areas, **First Edition**


183. **KS ISO 25577:2013** Kenya Standard — Information and documentation — MarcXchange, **First Edition**

184. **KS ISO 25964-2:2013** Kenya Standard — Information and documentation — Thesauri and interoperability with other vocabularies Part 2: Interoperability with other vocabularies , **First Edition**


